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The Evolution
is Heating Up
Spiralling print costs, frustrating downtime, and security concerns are just some of the
pains facing today´s business leaders. The new Copystar Evolution Series offers a wide range
of complete A3 MFPs that deliver cutting-edge solutions to address today’s modern
business problems.

Productive
Improved Print Productivity
(up to 25% better), fast
scanning (274 ipm) with more
capacity (320-sheets),
combined with speeds up
to 70ppm ensure optimum
productivity.

Reliable
Built on proven technology,
our devices are famously
reliable, with long-lasting
components and low
maintenance requirements.

Secure
Protect and secure your
communications with some
of the most advanced
security technology on the
market today including
support for FIPS 140-2 and
HCD-PP compliance.

Scalable
Provides a progressive and
scalable platform that grows
as you grow and seamlessly
integrates into every
workspace.

The 7004i BW Series – in a league of their own.
These A3 MFPs deliver outstanding efficiency and are built to last. These reliable
devices keep downtime to a minimum, while Kyocera´s industry-leading
technology guarantees tremendous productivity and superior output quality –
maximizing your printing investment.

Who is it for?
Businesses or workgroups that focus on:
Efficient information processing.

Cost effective printing.

Transforming large volumes of data.

Keeping key information safe.

The 7054ci Color Series - an evolution in next-level output.
The lastest A3 color additions to the Copystar Evolution Series utilize new
technology for toner and image processing that provides better image quality
and more consistent, professional looking output to help you stand out from
the crowd. For customers who have more complex and demanding color
requirements, the new Fiery Printing System 17 option adds an innovative
dimension to color documents, while giving you greater control over the end
result. These devices are also equipped with artificial intelligence tools such as
Super Resolution which enhances image resolution at the click of a button.

Who is it for?
Businesses or workgroups that focus on:
Outstanding image quality.

High productivity.

More complex color workflows.

Better job control.

For more information, please visit:
copystar.com
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